
Model No. Controls Part No. Width Depth No. places

7878SS Knee-action 1317878000 25" (63.50) 18.5" (46.99) 1

7878SS-IF Infrared 1317878001 25" (63.50) 18.5" (46.99) 1

7879SS Knee-action 1317879000 47" (119.38) 18.5" (46.99) 2

7879SS-IF Infrared 1317879001 47" (119.38) 18.5" (46.99) 2

7880SS Knee-action 1317880000 69" (175.26) 18.5" (46.99) 3

7880SS-IF Infrared 1317880001 69" (175.26) 18.5" (46.99) 3

7881SS Knee-action 1317881000 91" (231.14) 18.5" (46.99) 4

7881SS-IF Infrared 1317881001 91" (231.14) 18.5" (46.99) 4

BLICKMAN (WINDSOR) SCRUB SINKS include an 8" deep bowl and 22" scrub area with gooseneck faucet mounted to the back
sink panel. All welded, seamless construction and coved corners means easy cleaning; no crevices for dirt to collect. Choose
knee-action or infrared sensor controls; knee-action will be provided unless specified. Available in single, double, triple, or four-
place sink units. Optional foot or elbow operated controls are available.

SCRUB SINKS

7878SS

MATERIALS - Stainless Steel, Type 300 Series, nickel-bearing.

GAUGES - Bowls – Windsor Models – 14 gauge. 8000 Series-14 gauge. Windsor-Brackets and hangers- 11 gauge. Aprons- 16 gauge.
Base-8000 Series-16 gauge. Mounting brackets- 8000 Series- 12 gauge, “Z” bracket- 14 gauge.

CONSTRUCTION

Windsor Models - Sinks are built with seamless construction, plus 3/4" (1.905) horizontal and vertical corners coved with spherical intersections.
A continuous rolled rim of 1-1/2" (3.81) diameter is provided at the front and sides, with sides welded to the backsplash, which extends 8" (20.32)
above the rim and returns, 2-1/2" (6.35) at the top and ends. Bowls are 8" (20.32) deep and pitched to a 1-1/2" (3.81) stainless steel waste outlet
and tailpiece in the center. Flag brackets at the sides, under the rolled rims, and a “Z” shaped hanger, under the top rear of the backsplash, are
furnished for installation.

Sinks provide scrub areas approximately 22" (55.88) wide, each with its own gooseneck outlet.

Options include foot operated mixing valves, wrist blade handled faucets or infrared sensor operated, tempered waterspouts complete with
thermostatically controlled mixing valves.

8000 Series - Sinks are built with seamless construction with 1" (2.54) horizontal and vertical corners coved with spherical intersections. Bowls
are 9-1/4"(23.495) deep at rim and 18-1/2"(46.99) from spout to drain allowing for a deep scrub area. The spout is positioned toward the rear of
the sink to divert water splash away from the operator. Undersides of the bowl are sound deadened and enclosed by double walled end panels.
Each sink is equipped with a stainless steel base that will house either an infrared sensor or knee panels for manual operation. Base extends
21"(53.34) from the basin and hangs 14-1/2"(36.83) from finished floor. Flag brackets under the sink basin and “Z” shaped hangers under the
top rear of the backsplash are furnished for installation. Sinks provide scrub areas approximately 30" (76.20) wide x 21-1/2" (54.61) deep, each
with its own swivel gooseneck outlet, sterilizable spray rose aerator, adjustable thermostatic mixing valve, check stop strainer, static sensing
probe, flow control valve, 1-1/2" (3.81) stainless steel waste outlet and tailpiece.

Welding - All welding is accomplished by heli-arc method. All exposed welds ground smooth.

Finish - All exposed stainless steel surfaces are free from pit marks, weld seams and scale, and polished to a No. 4 satin finish.

NOTE: Metric dimensions are shown in centimeters.

Specifications may be improved and dimensions changed without prior notice.
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